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corresponds to rup, becoming in Sanskrit rupa, from Kamrup
= Kamarupa. The kingdom of Tamralipti almost bordered
on Kamarupa : To pass from one to the other Hiuan-
tsang had only to traverse the small kingdom of
Samatata. The river which waters Tamluk? the Rupa-
Narayana seems to preserve in the first element of the
compound the pre-Aryan word which appeared also in
the name of the country. The correspondence i(lip} —
u(rup) is possible ; the modern name Tamluk seems to
have preserved the timbre of the real vowel, altered in
the Sanskrit adaptation. (The final k of Tamluk, sub-
stituted for p o£ rup, is normal in the present domain of
Tibeto-Burmans ; at the time of writing, this, I receive
the Report of the Superintendent, Archaeological Survey,
Burma, 1923 ; on page 2.3, I find that the saint XIpagupta
of Sanskrit Buddhism is venerated in Burma under the
name of Upagok). The name of Srivijaya, now put
again in full light, shows constantly an identical altera-
tion ; the Chinese transcriptions always render the
Sanskrit syllable m by the character which desig-
nates Buddha and of which the pronunciation bud is not
doubtful. The timbre u(o) is still preserved in the Arabic
transcription Sribuza, Serboza. On the opposite border
of the vast domain of Indian civilisation, the name of
Kapisa (Capisa quam diruit Cyrus in PHny, . VI. 92),
becomes in the Tibetan translation of the Maha-M5yurl :
lea. bu. sa. The identity Kapisa=Kabu§a leads to the
question whether it can extend to Kamboja also. It is
surprising, in fact, to observe that according to the Chinese
documents, the role of Kapisa seems to have been of
the first importance for India in . .politics and religion,
while its name, so to say, is hardly ever met with in Indian
literature. The Maha BhSrata which is so well acquainted

